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Based on ”spectral implementation” proposed by Madi et al. (J. Chem.
Phys. 109, 10603, 1998), we have experimentally realized a pseudo-pure state
by the line-selective excitation and a three-qubit Bernstein-Vazirani’s algo-
rithm using a carbon-13 analine sample in NMR. The superiority of quantum
computation to classical counterpart is well displayed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum processors have the ability to operate simultaneously on the superpositions of
the quatum states and to exploit the resulting interference eects for computation, commu-
nication and information storage [1{4], which distinguishes from classical ones. Therefore,
many quantum algorithms are proved to be faster than the best classical algorithm, for
example, the exponential speedup of Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm [5]. An impor-
tatnt class of quantum algorithms to solve the problem of analyzing the contents of a \black
box", which performs a priori unknown unitary transformation, have a \relatived" expo-
nential speedup [6], including Deutsch’s algorithm [7], Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [8], Simon’s
algorithm [9] and Bernstein-Vazirana algorithm [10]. Many quantum algorithms have exper-
imentally been demonstrared by NMR, including the recently implemented Shor’s algorithm
[11].
Many dierent techniques of liquid state NMR spectroscopy are employed to explore
physical implementations of quantum information processing. Madi et al. [12] proposed
\spectral implementation of a quantum computer", which allows a mapping of the states
of a quantum computer on a set of transitions between energy levels by introducting an
additional observer spin, that is coupled to the spins carrying the quantum bits. The result
of the computation can directly been read out from signs and amplitudes of the various
multiplet componenets in the spectrum of the observer spin.
In this paper, exploiting a simple scheme presented by Madi et al. [12], we have experi-
mentally prepared a three-qubit pseudo-pure state using a four-spin sample with an observer
spin in NMR by line-selective excitation technique. Further, we demonstrated a three-qubit
quantum algorithm to solve Bernstein-Vazirana’s problem on such a NMR quantum com-
puter.
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II. THE PREPARATION OF THE PSEDUO-PURE STATE
Several methods have been proposed and implemented for preparing pseudo-pure states
in NMR, including spatial averging [13{15], temporal averaging [16,17] and logical labeling
[18{20]. A method for preparing spatially averaged pseudo-pure states, based on "spectral
implementation", was put forword by Madi et al. [12]. With the introduction of an an
additional observer spin I0, quantum computer states are assigned to individual spectral
resonance lines of the observer spin I0, as illustrated in Fig.2a, and the pulse scheme is given
in Fig. 1. This is spectroscopically favorable compared to a mapping on the energy levels
themselves.
For an (n+1)-spin system I0, I1, I2, ..., In, in which spin I0 is chosen as the observer spin
and spins I1, I2, ..., In are the quantum bits of a quantum copmputer. The density matrix





After applying pi/2 pulses to spins I1, I2, ..., In, and a magnetic eld gradient pulse, the
density matrix is then given by





























− Iiz, and Iαi + Iβi = Ei (the 2  2 unit matrix). Applying a



























This leads to all transitions of spin I0 are excited into the transverse magnetization expect for




n state.Subsequent application of a pulsed-eld













n was prepared. Any pseudo-pure states can be analo-
gously obtained with a judicious choice of line-selective pulse.
The experiment for a 3-qubit pseudo-pure state was demonstrated by liquid-state NMR
using the carbon-13 labeled alanine NH+3 − CαH(CβH2) − C ′O−2 dissolved in D2O on a
Bruker ARX500 spectrometer. The measured NMR parameters are listed in Table 1. Cα
was chosen as the observer spin I0 due to resolved scalar J couplings to all other spins and
C 0, Cβ and H being joined directly with Cα as Spin 1 (I1), 2 (I2) and 3 (I3), respectively.
The methylic hydrogen nuclei were decoupled using the continuous wave (CW) mode. The
line-selective pi/2 pulse on one of the transitions I0 was Gaussian in shape and of 80ms






3 , and the
corresponding experimental spectra were shown in Fig. 2. Only one transition of spin I0




3 is retained, indicating the seccessful preparation of the pseudo-pure
state. The signal intensity was reduced by 80% due to the imperfections of experiments and
decoherence. The sources of experimental errors are mainly inhomogeneity of RF elds and
static magnetic elds, the imperfections of rf pulses and spin- and line-selective excitations,
and decoherence eects.
III. NMR IMPLEMETATION OF BERSTEIN-VAZIRANI’S ALGORITHM
Berstein-Vazirani’s problem [10] can be expressed as follows: Suppose that a black box
computes a function f : f0, 1gn ! f0, 1g , where fa (x) = a  x = (a1 ^ x1)  (a2 ^ x2)   
  (an ^ xn) , and a, x 2 f0, 1gn , ai, xi are the ith qubits of a, x, and consider the goal of
determining a. The black box can be established by a unitary operation Uf :
Uf : jxi jyi ! jxi jy  f (x)i . (5)
Classically, it requires at least n queries of the balck box to determine the value of a.
However, by running the quantum network, only a single query is needed [10,21,22]. Thought
the classical problem is not hard, the advantages of quantum algorithm over classical one
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have been revealed. The quantum circuit [21] that solves the problem is shown in Fig. 3.



















(−1)x(ay) jyi ⊗ j0i−j1ip
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We measure the n-qubit register and yields the value of a with probability one.It can be
seen from Eq. (6) that, the second register is only used to change the phase of the state
jxi according to the parity of the function fa = a  x when querying the black box, and not
change itself before and after the computation. Thus, when designing the transformation of
the black box, we chang the n+1 qubits unitary transformation Uf into the n qubits unitary
transforamtion Ua [23] to make
Ua : jxi ! (−1)ax jxi . (7)
Ua can be decomposed as Ua = U
1 ⊗ U2 ⊗    ⊗ Un, where U i = f I, ai = 0


































X(pi). Applying the reduced pulse sequnce to the pseudo-pure state prepared above,
the experimental results of the algoritym are shown in Fig. 4, which are consistent with the
theoretical predictions. Detection of all states are achieved by a spin-selective (pi/2)0y pulse,
following by acquistion and Fourier transformation of the signal [25].
IV. CONLUSION
In sumnary, we have experimentally implemented a method of preparing pseudo-pure
states by spin- and line-selective pulses in NMR based on "spectral implementation" [12].
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The simple scheme can straightforwardly applied to any number of qubits without any in-
crease in number of pulses or delays, which still needs only one pi/2 pulse on the computional
spins, one line-selective pi/2 pulse and two gradient pulses. Unlike other methods, the scalar
coupling evolution periods are not used in the method so that decoherence can well be con-
trolled. But it is demanding for the sample choice. Moveover, the 3-qubit Berstein-Vazirani’s
algorithm have experiemtnally demonstrated on the pseudo-pure state. The observer spin
I0 serves for creating the pseudo-pure state and detection but it is not directly involved in
the quantum computation. From the spectrum of the observer spin I0, the result of the
computation can easily be obtained in a single reading-out pulse. Compared with the to-
mography, which requires 3n  n reading-out pulses for a n-qubit system, the advantages of
the \spectral implemetation" are obvious. This proivdes a convenient way to measure the
qubits eciently and reliably for many-qubit quantum computer.
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Table 1. Measured NMR parameters for analine dissolved in D2O on a Bruker ARX500
spectrometer with respect to transmitter frequencies of 500.13Mhz for 1H and 125.77MHz
for 13C.
nuclei ν/Hz JC′/Hz JCα/Hz JCβ/Hz JH/Hz
C 0 −4320 34.94 −1.2 5.5
Cα 0 34.94 53.81 143.21
Cβ 15793 −1.2 53.81 5.1
H 1550 5.5 143.21 5.5
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Pulse sequence for creating the pseudo-pure state based on \spectral implemeta-
tion". The rst pi/2 pulse is applied on all the qubits I1, I2, ... In and the second pi/2
pulse (denoted by the arc) represents the line-selective excitation on the kth transition of
the observer spin I0. The pulse eld gradient (Gz) destroys all transverse magnetization.
The product forms of the density matrices at instants a and b are discussed in the text.
Fig. 2 Experimental spectra (in arbitrary units) of each step for preparing the pseudo-





(a) and (c) were obtained by a spin-selective pi/2 pulse on the observer spin I0.
Fig. 3 Quantum circuit for Berstein-Vazirani’s algorithm. H represents the Hadamard
gate. The unitary operation Uf in the dashed box represents a black box query, which can
be simplied as another unitary transformation Ua in the actual experiment (see the text).
Fig. 4 Experimental spectra implementing the quantum algorithm to solve Berstein-
Vazirani’s problem for: (a) a = 000, (b) a = 001, (c) a = 010, (d) a = 011, (e) a = 100, (f)
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